




1965 - our 47th year

STAMPS WANTED

Each Year Our Public Auctions

and Gold Medal Mail Sales

Sell Over 75,000 lots!

We Urgently need

Additional Material!

You want the most for your stamps. We gladly pay it

without delays or bargaining. Bring in personally, or send in

by insured mail or express, attention: Appraisal Dept.

All shipments are held aside intact awaiting your specific

instructions after we send our offer or advice. Informal ap

praisals are free, and our buyer can visit you to inspect larger

properties.

J. & H. STOLOW, INC.
50 West 46th Street

New York, N. Y. 10036 *
Telephone:
JU 2-0198

"Rated first in stamps by all standard authorities"

Stolow's has purchased outright, at the top market price, with immediate cash
payment, more than $35,000,000 worth of fine stamps. Our needs are unlimited.

Fair treatment is always assured.
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% COMPOUND INTEREST
is the sort of investment that one may hope for but is
rarely found. This was the rate of increase in value* shown on
the three most expensive pieces bought by the late Maurice
Burrus from the Hind sale in 1934 for £8.000 (the Mauritius Post
Office ld. and 2d. on cover, the block or'six double Geneva and
the block of twelve 1859 Oldenburg J sgr.) which we sold for his
successors in 1963-64 for £90,000. There were thousands of other
items in his collection in exceptional quality or character that
averaged

% compound interest or more between the date of purchase
and sale. Of course fashions have changed and one cannot see
into the future but there are trends that are constant. The ever
growing demand for mint classics in singles and blocks that will
fit comfortably on an album page, the increasing popularity of
superb used imperforate classics, both in singles and multiples.
Covers with character are booming and some which we sold in
quantities thirty years ago for £1 to £2 each are fetching £70 to
£100 to-day.

% of the stamps that have just been described have never
been popular and some that are as rare as the Post Office
Mauritius do not fetch one per cent of the price. The careful
buyer knows that it is not rarity alone that counts, it is knowledge
of a stamp's history, combined with appreciation of quality and
character, plus a love of the hobby which will give him untold
pleasure whatever the outcome.

% COMMISSION
is charged for selling individual lots that fetch over £500 in
our London or Bournemouth auctions. It is also the commission
we charge in our Spring and Autumn auctions held in Basle
where the minimum value accepted are properties worth over
£1,000 or individual lots worth more than £80. During the
last season we sold over £ I ,500,000 of stamps - if you have not
yet had your copy of "Philatelic Facts", this brochure, illustrating
in actual colours six pieces that realised £J 30,000, will be sent
to you post free.
IT ALL ADDS UP • Less lax paid annually.

to one basic truth - you cannot do better than sell through

ROBSON LOWE LTD.

50 PALL MALL, LONDON, S.W.1
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THE 1847·'51 PERIOD
CREIGHTON C. HART, Editor

Editorial Comment

In issues Nos. 45, 46 and 48 of the ChTonicle, a list of the best-known
writings on the 1847 issue was started. Here is one additional reference.

DI'. O. Bacher, "The U.S.A. 1847 Issue" (Four combination 5¢ & 10¢ covers). The
British Philatelic Assn. Philately March, 1947.
1847 Covers from Maryland
CREIGHTON HART, EDITOR

New York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts and Maryland were the big
four states in so far as 1847 stamps were concerned. These four states
received more than two-thirds of all stamps that were shipped during
the entire four years the stamps were valid. (See Note #1) It is to be
expected then, that two of every three covers offered for sale by dealers
01' by auctions are postmarked from one of these four states. Actually, I
think the percentage of '47 covers offered with these postmarks is even
greater because collectors tend to hold on to covers with state postmarks
that are rarely seen.

Just as the big four states dominate state postmarks, covers from
four cities in these four states predominate. New York City, Philadelphia,
Boston and Baltimore are the postmarks most frequently found with
either denomination of the stamps. This is not surprising when we
realize that over half of the 1847 stamps ever printed were shipped to
these four cities. (See Note #2)

Baltimore received over 90% of all the stamps sent to Maryland.
(See Note #3) Although covers from Baltimore are fairly common, it is
easy to see why Maryland covers other than from Baltimore are quite
rare. Annapolis, the capital of Maryland, was sent stamps at various times
all during the foul' year period, so covers from there probably exist. I do
not keep a special list for Maryland covers, and my general list which is
filed by dates only has not yet been transferred to IBM cards. Covers
from Maryland to Europe and Canada probably also exist because Balti
more was an important port. After data from my large general list is
transferred to IBM cards I ,vill be able to locate this sort of special in
formation for all states. In the meantime I hope anyone having an
Annapolis cover or a Maryland cover addressed to a foreign country will
please write me. I will appreciate it if you will give me the town post
mark and also the month and day in the postmark. The year logo is
never in the postmark on 1847 covers, but frequently it can be determined
from the date line of the letter or by a docketing notation made by the
addressee.

The first shipment of stamps went to Baltimore on July 16, 1847. The
earliest cover I list is September 30, 1847, which date is not as early as
would be expected from such a large city. I hope that anyone having an
earlier date or knowing of an earlier date will please write me.

This is the first article to appear in the Ch1'onicle about '47 covers
from a state that includes a city that was a major user of our first issue.
Although it is quite easy to find a cover postmarked from New York
City, Philadelphia, Boston or Baltimore, it is very difficult to find one
with a strike that is both clear and sharp. The Boston post office did a
45
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This cover is postmorked "Horve de Grace, Md." although this post office was not officially
sent a supply of the 1847s. Several S¢ covers with this postmork are known, and the post·
master may have purchased his stamps from either Baltimore or Philadelphia. All the postmarks
are in blue including the "PAID" on the stamp and the large "R". All the postal markings
were applied at Harve de Grace except the large "R". The "R" was stamped at Philadelphia
as was done to letters containing valuables addressed to residents of that city. The "R" stands
for "recorded" or "registered" letter. "R"s in vorious sizes and shapes ore known used ot
Philadelphia for this purpose.

fair job of keeping its postmark clean and dearly struck. The familiar
Philadelphia postmark is always identifiable but I seldom see one that is
clear and I've never seen one that was sharp. Possibly because Phila
delphia and Baltimore have more letters in their names, the postmark
got dirty easily and stayed that way. New York postmarks are frequently
clear but never really sharp.

Elliott Perry, in "Pat Paragraphs" of April 1932, writes that very few
covers are known with Maryland postmarks except from Baltimore. He
goes on to say, "An estimate of 150-200 covers bearing the 5¢ stamp,
and 30-40 bearing the 10¢ may be considered liberal." My opinion is that
there are more than Mr. Perry estimated, perhaps as many as 50% more.

"The Maryland Postal History Catalogue" was published in 1960 and
has excellent illustrations of all Maryland tovvnmarks from 1766-1855.
In addition to the townmarks, supplementary postal markings are illus
trated. These supplementary postmarks include "Paid" markings, rating
numerals and the "\iVay" over "5" found in red and blue on covers bearing
Baltimore townmarks. The postmarks of Maryland railroads and rail
route agents are also illustrated. "The Maryland Postal History Cata
logue" is recommended as a valuable addition to a postal history library.

Besides Baltimore and Annapolis five-cent stamps were sent to Ches
tertown, Cumberland, Darlington, Elliott's Mills, Mt. Savage and Williams
port. Tens were sent to all of the same post offices except Darlington and
Mt. Savage.
NOTES: (1) New York: 1,410,990 fives and 366,800 tens.

Massachusetts: 523,800 fives and 45,200 tens.
Pennsylvania: 523,900 fives and 88,530 tens.
Maryland: 167,500 fives and 34,500 tens.
The totals to these four states were 2,626,190 fives and 535,030 tens of
the grand totals shipped of 3,712,000 fives and 891,000 tens.

(Continu.ed on page 78)
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UNITED STATES CLASSICS

Like most members of this Society, you have undoubtedly dis

covered that one of the best ways to obtain material especially

suited to your collecting interest is via the auction route.

Our SPECIAL LIST is intended to assist you in this regard. When

our sales include material likely to be of interest, a catalog will be

sent you. When there is nothing for you, your mailbox will not be

cluttered with catalogs that have nothing of interest ... at least

as far as we are concerned.

There is no charge for this service, but we have no way of

serving you unless you let us know what you collect. United States

stamps and covers handled almost exclusively.

HERMAN HERST, JR.

SHRUB OAK, NEW YORK 10588

(Licensed and Bonded Auctioneer for the City of New York)

FULL TIME PHILATELIST AND AUCTIONEER FOR OVER THIRTY YEARS
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WANTED
47R6 Recut Medallion, used, on or off
cover

Covers used prior to July 1861

Louisa RR
Virginia Central RR

Orange & Alexandria RR

Richmond RR

Potomac Steamboat
Corner card or collaterial mate

rial of above

Boston, Mass., covers dated July 2 or

July 31 (1851) with 3¢ orange brown

Send, with price, to

HUNTER M. THOMAS, JR.
2723 South Veitch Street

Arlington, Va. 22206
48
FINE STAMPS

:Yc7u will find

that we have on
hand at all times

a comprehensive
stock of top

quality United

States Classics
... enquiries invited

phone 312-432-4139
HIGHLAND PARK, ILLINOIS

Cull{'('tors Club of N\.~\\" York
Amel'iran Philatelic Society

Rl'jt'rtnCt': First National Bank of Chicago
WHY STRUGGLE
at auctions when you can buy peacefully, at pre-set prices and with

long term guarantee "gems" listed in the

JULIARD CLASSICS CATALOGS
"Special offers for advanced collectors"

It is free for members of the

Philatelic Classics Society, Inc.

Ask for it today

ALEX S. JULIARD • BRYN MAWR, PA. 19010

The oldest philatelic firm i1l the world dealing exclusively with early issues

(Est. by LOllis]ulianl in 1889)

* * WE BUY WE SELL WE APPRAISE "REAL" STAMPS * *



THE 1851-160 PERIOD
TRACY W. SIMPSON, Editor

The United States One Cent Stamp of 1857-Type V
Shortcuts for Plating

MORTIMER L. NEINKEN

The imperforate One Cent stamp of the 1851 issue offers almost limitless
opportunity for research and investigation for the specialist, and many
students have confined their studies to the imperforates. Actually, the
perforated One Cent stamps issued during 1857 and later are far more
interesting. Reconstruction of the plates becomes very engrossing. New
varieties are being discovered from time to time. The difficulty lies in
obtaining new and additional material to continue these studies.

In 1857, the presses were still printing sheets of the One Cent stamp
from Plate 1, in its late stage, Plate 2 and Plate 4. These sheets were
placed in the newly acquired perforating machinery, but it was found
that the perforations cut into the designs and the stamps presented a
mutilated and unsightly and generally unsatisfactory appearance. Actually,
Plate 4, which had been completed early in 1856 had been prepared for
perforation by shortening the stamp designs top and bottom, but the
perforations cut into the sides.

The same problem developed to a lesser extent for the Three, Ten
and Twelve Cent stamps of the issue as well as for the One Cent.

Four new one-cent plates were completed with the designs shortened
top, bottom and sides. These plates were given the numbers 5, 6, 7 and 8
and the stamps from these plates were issued to the Post Offices in the
late Fall of 1857 (with the possible exception of Plate 6). In the summer
of 1859 another plate was made which was known as Plate 9 and in the
late spring of 1860 the final type V Plate was sent to press. This plate
was known as Plate 10. All of the plates consisted of 200 subjects usually
divided by a center line into two panes of 100 stamps each consisting of
10 vertical rows of 10. Stamps from Plates 7, 8, 9 and 10 are all Type V
and those from Plate 5 are Types V and Va.

A six relief transit roll was used to transfer these plates and if we
call the first relief A, the vertical transfers were made as follows: A, B, C.
D, E, F and then C-D-E-F. On a 200 subject plate, this would produce 20
stamps Relief A, 20 Stamps Relief B, and 40 stamps each for Reliefs C,
D, E, and F.

The purpose of this article is to assist in more readily assigning a
stamp which is under study to the proper plate. Each plate has plating
marks which are peculiar to the plate itself and which are different from
the markings of other plates. It is the purpose to record some of these
plating marks from Plates 7, 8, 9 and 10. Inasmuch as Plate 5 was trans
ferred from two transfer rolls, it is a subject for study unto itself, and
it will be discussed in a subsequent article. At the time of this writing,
nothing is known about Plate 6, except that undoubtedly such a plate was
made but it has not been definitely established that it ever went to press.
In all probability, all of the stamps from this plate were Type V.

Figures 1 to 6A illustrate the various Reliefs A, B, C. D, E and F.
Figure 1 illustrates the guide dots of the A relief of Plates 5, 7 and 8. Un-
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doubtedly they were the same on Plate 6. Figure 7 illustrates the guide dots
of Plates 9 and 10. None of the other reliefs have these guide dots at the
top, and in cases where the perforations cut through the top of the design,
the two small vertical lines to the left of the top ornament are usually
visible at least in part.

It is easy to distinguish the difference between Reliefs B, C and D.
On Relief B, the left outer curved line at the bottom extends to the right
under the middle of "E" of ONE. On the C and D Reliefs, the outer
curved line extends only under the left edge of the letter "E" of ONE.
Note the side scratches on Reliefs B, C, and D. On Relief B, the side
scratch on the right side starts at the bottom of the upper ornament and
extends down to the plume (Fig. 2). On Relief C, the side scratch on the
right starts at the top of the top ornament and extends down, and ends
at the top of the plume (Fig. 3). On Relief D, this side scratch starts
somewhat lower and continues down to the bottom of the right plume (Fig.
4). There are no side scratches on the left, on Relief B. On Relief C, the
left side scratch is very short. On Relief D, however, there is a side
scratch that extends from about the center of the stamp down to the top
of the left plume. Relief E is identified by a relief damage, which is notice
able just above the "T" of POSTAGE, as part of the top label background
is missing at this point. The left outer curved frame line, at the bottom,
ends to the left of the letter 'E' of ONE, as on Reliefs C and D (Fig. 5).
There are no side scratches on Reliefs E or F.

Relief F has two outstanding features. The first is a flaw or damage
which occurs just above "OS" of POSTAGE and the second, is the extension
of the bottom outer curved frame line at the left, to the middle of 'E' of
ONE, as on the B Relief (Fig. 6). The Relief F positions of the sixth row
show a guide dot just under and to the right of the right plume. Often
times, this has been obliterated by the perforations. The bottom ornaments
of the sixth row of the Relief F positions are somewhat shorter than those
of the tenth row Relief F positions. (Fig. 6A)

Type V

6~hROW.

Rehef Short At
Bottom,Due To
PlateErasu reo

Fig. 5 Fig. 6
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Fig. 6A

Imprint

The Imprint on all the plates reads (with slight variations) Toppan,
Carpenter & Co. BANK NOTE ENGRAVERS, Phila., New York, Boston
and Cincinnati and on a separate line the Plate number followed by the
letter P, thus 7P, etc.

The Imprint on the left pane began opposite the left lower large
ornament on 31L and ended at about the center of 61L. The Imprint on
the right pane ended at about the center of 40L and began opposite the
right, upper large ornament of 70L. On Plate 7 left pane, Cincinnati is
spelled Cincinnat.

On Plate 9 the name Carpenter is misspelled Carpenteral' on both
panes.

The Imprint of the left and right panes of Plates 7, 8, 9 and 10 are
illustrated in Figs. 8 to 15.
(To be continued in next issue)

OLD U. S. COVERS Are My Specialty
Particular attention given to your special needs. Approvals gladly
submitted to U. S. Philatelic Classics Society and A. P. S. members
on request.

Write for my

FREE SPECIAL LISTS OF OLD U. S. COVERS

E. N. SAMPSON
P.O. Box 162, Hammond, N. Y. 13646
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Fig. 8

Fig. 9
CHRONICLE
Issue Nos. 1-44

$1.00 each to members; $1.50 to non-members

01'der /1'om
Tracy W. Simpson

66 Alvarado Road, Berkeley, California 94705
A II issues availab Ie
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The CHRONICLE is the only Journal
exclusively devoted to nineteenth century

U. S. philately

Fo?' infonnation Te,qunling ndveTtising

Write-Neilson Caplain
307 Archer St" Fall River, Mass. 02720
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Fig. 12
Fig. 13
WANTED
1847-1888 stamps and covers for sale through the

USPCS SALES DEPARTMENT
MEMBERS-If you want to sell; if you want to buy

REMEMBER-The SALES DEPARTMENT is available to you
and needs you?' SUpp07·t

WRITE-Dr. W. F. Amonette, Manager
200 8th Street, Radford, Virginia
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by Tracy W, Simpson

publication sponsored by the uspes
$6.50 from Tracy W. Simpson
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A New Ohio River Packet Marking
by DR. JAMES E. WINTER

One of the thrills of stamp collecting is the finding of something,
which as far as one knows, is a previously unrecorded item. * There was
a time years ago when new things turned up frequently, but as time
rolls on the discoveries occur less often, and hence are more exciting.

Recently I acquired such a cover-bearing a new packet marking.
The cover has a black circular marking in upper right corner and no
evidence of postal use. The letter is addressed to C. W. Toleman Esq.,
Augusta, Ky. In the lower left corner there is a directional marking in
the writer's handwriting, "Per Kentucky." The letter is a business letter
written by 1. O. Prather & Co. dated at Cincinnati, 0., Jan. 4th, 1858,
concerning a shipment of 100 bushels of barley.

The C. M. & P. Mail Line is an abbreviation of the Cincinnati, Mays
ville and Portsmouth Mail Line. This company was organized in 1848
as the Cincinnati and Maysville Packet Company. In 1855 or 1856 the
name was changed to the Cincinnati, Maysville and Portsmouth Packet
Company and operated as such until 1859 when it was dissolved and the
boats sold to the individual members of the company. The boats continued
to operate independently. There were several steamboats named KEN
TUCKY, the last operating into the 1930's under the Louisville and
Cincinnati Mail Line. According to the Lytle List, the boat related to this
marking was built in Cincinnati in 1852; its home port was Cincinnati
and its displacement 375 tons. It was sold to the War Dept. in 1864.

Information regarding the company was obtained from Gould's
"History of River Navigation," first published in 1889. I am greatly
indebted to Mrs. Dorothy Powers, curator of the Inland Waterways
57
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department of the Cincinnati Public Library, and to Mr. Henry A. Meyer
for help in unearthing the history of this boat.

• Mr. H. A. Meyer reports two covel's beadng the KENTUCKY marking that aloe identical ...vith the
one reported by Dr. Winter. Both of MI'. Meyer's covers were used in December, 1857, one a cargo Jetter
and one with 82 addressed to an eastern address.

Period Editor's Note: The covel' legitimately traveled outside of the mail because it related to a
shipment that was a part of the cargo. Otherwise, it would have been delivered to the Augusta post office,
postalJy mal'ked, and a steamboat fee paid to the captain, if demanded.
Newly Reported Domestic Postal Markings
Illustm- USPM
tion No. Schedule

Repol'ted
l>y

B. A. Edwards Jl'.
B. A. Edwards Jr.

B. A. Edwards Jr.

B. A. Edwards Jr.

T. W. Simpson

B. A. Edwards Jr.
R. T. Powers

S5
S5

S2

SI

U-I0

Used
with

S2
S5

SI J. A. Osterlund
S5 B. A. Edwards Jr.

pre- U2 A. H. Bond
with seal

U-I0 H. C. Greene

The "3" of ilIus. 2 is of Abingdon, Va.

LEEDS/D/N.Y. KI-28
DUDLEY/D/MASS KI-29 with 23mm
grid
ST. CHARLES COURT HOUSE/
msD/LA. blue dlc-KI6-28
NEW-MARKET/ms D/MO. dc KI-36
MAR (YD AG) RL COLLEGE/msD/
Md dc-37 letters in () uncertain
ADVERTISED 1 CT. 39x3 New
London
N.BRUNSWICK N.J./D K3-26
A-27c DUE/3 C-18 Baltimore
TOLLAND/D/MASS. K15,18-28
viously reported on stampless
ROMULUS/D/N.Y. in blue K7-28

A-27a

A-2
A-27c
A-2

A-2

A-14c

A-2

A-2
A-6

A-2
A-2

H

C

D
E

A
B

K
M
N

Not
shown

Not
shown

P

Q
Not

shown

A-14c 12mm "3" in blue, Greensborough, U-I0 H. F. Wise
N.C.

A-13 solid triangle, 16x9, Lyons, N.Y. 1860 U9 R. B. Graham

A-2 SACO/D/MAINE K2-31 S2 R. B. Graham
SYMBOLS USED IN 'THIS SECTION
To conserve space the following symbols aTe sometimes used in this issue to designate the
principal varieties. The symbol is at left of hyphen. and its Scott's U.S. Specialized Catalog
number or othelO designation is at right of hyphen. Postal markings described are in black
unless otherwise specified.
One cent: RI-5; R2-6a; R3-6a, (less distincti: R4-7ipls Ile)&2): R5-8A (pi l(e)l; R6-8199R2);
R7-7(pl 3): R8-6; R9-(pl 4. TyIC); RIO-7\pl 41; RlI-8lpl 41: R12-8Alpl 4); RI3-9; RI4-4RI
(L). If any of the preceding is perforated, affix "perL" RI5-24; RI6-Ty5a(,·t 14 rows pi 5);
R17-20 (Ty 2. pis 11&12); RI8-22; RI9-18.
Three cents: SI-IO; S2-11lincl pi I(L) ob); S3-25; S4-26A; S5-26. Note: SI, S2, and S3 types
are I-recut vertical inner lines left and right; IA-only at left; IB-only at right; Ie-without
such Jines.
Five cent: VI-12; V2-27; V3-28; V4-28A; V5-29; V6-30; V7-30A.
Ten cent: XI-13; X2-14; X3-15; X4-16; X5-31; X6-32; X7-33; X8-34; X9-35 lone pearl);
XIO-35 (2 or 3 pearls).
Twelve cent: TI-17: T2-36(pl I); T3-36(pl 3).
The 24, 30 and 90ct stamps are designated as such.
Postal Marking Notes

Type A SUPPLEMENTARY MAIL. 22x12 octagon of New York:
Mr. M. L. Neinken reports this in black on let TyV. Usual references
show this marking only in red and of an earlier usage. Please report to
Mr. Neinken any other black markings known and circumstances of use.

MOORE'S CROSS ROADS/D/TENN. C-35 Mr. B. A. Edwards Jr.
reports this, to be added to other X-road data (Issues 42, 46, etc.)

TARGETS. Mr. R. B. Graham reports the stock 4-ring target used
on 85 at Medford, N.J.
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References to USPM in the CHROKICLE refer to the Unit-Sponsored book U, S, Po,~tal

l\1a1'kings 1851-'61 and Related Mail SM"vices by Tracy '"",T, Simpson.
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WHEN YOU WANT TO BUY

BUY FROM A DEALER WHO SHARES

YOUR INTEREST,

YOUR LOVE AND

YOUR KNOWLEDGE

OF UNITED STATES CLASSICS.

JOI-IN A. FOX
110 West 42nd Street New York, New York 10036

WIsconsin 7-7400
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WI-IEN YOU WANT TO SELL

SELL TO A DEALER WHO HAS

THE APPRECIATION,

THE CAPITAL AND

THE CUSTOMERS

FOR UNITED STATES CLASSICS.

JO~N A. FOX
110 West 42nd Street New York, New York 10036

Wisconsin 7-7400
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ODD NAME. Mr. N. N. Van Brunt reports red N. ENG. VILLAGEI
DIMs, C-30 used with S5, an abbreviation of New England Village, once
a part of 'Vorcester, Ms, The marking is much scarcer than indicated by
the pm's compensation, which was $200 in 1859.

PART COLLECT-PART PREPAID. lIlus. R depicts a red Portland
Me/5 collect townmark on cover with Sl sent by Mr. R B. Graham who
explains that the "due" written alongside the "5" was to assure that 5cts
would be collected on a two-rate letter, one-half prepaid by stamp. "An
arrangement according to the best traditions of Yankee terseness and
frugality," writes Mr. Graham.
Railroad Route-Agent and Station-Agent Postmarks

Compiled by W. W. HICKS, Associate Editor

lIlus. F was on a cover in the Robert A. Siegel Sale of Dec. 8, 1%4.
It is a new type of the Tuscamwas Bmnch, Cleveland & PittsbU?'gh R.R.;
the other type is Remele C21-d, Clev. & Pitts. R.R.T. B1'. Note the in
version of name of the railroad to PITTS & CLEAV (also note misspell
ing). The marking ties a U-10 Nesbitt. The origin of the cover is not
known, but it is addressed to Huron, Erie Co., O. It is assigned Remele
No. C21-e. The cover sold for $220.

Reported by Mr. Wm. Wyer is marking illus. G, VIA JACKSON R.R.
on cover to Cambridge, Mass., bearing two S5s tied by New Orleans
townmarks. The railroad was officially the New Orlean.<?, Jackson & Great
NOTthe1'n R.R. The Huber-Wagner book The Great Mail describes the
Jackson route which ran in 1858 as far north as Canton, Miss., with a
98-mile stage gap north of Canton, which was soon closed. For such
letters as it was desired to go by this rail route instead of by steamboat,
some correspondents had the ,vord RAILROAD printed or handstamped
on the envelopes, or specifically handstamped as in this case. It is not
certain whether this was a postally or privately applied marking.

Mr. D. A. Card reports the marking, lIlus. L, a fragment that must
surely MONTREAL & CONCORD R.R. C-34, an inversion of Concord &
Montreal RR, Remele C25-a. The marking ties S2 on cover to Concord,
N.H. The railroad never reached Montreal; its northern terminus was
Wells River, Vt. The marking is assigned Remele No. M131J2.

The writer reports a very clear Remele L5, Lexington & Covington RR
tying S2 of 1856 shade. This is the first seen complete on cover.
First-Week Use-New York Express Mail

Mr. H. M. Thomas Jr reports a folded letter bearing Sl (100 R1 (e»
tied by red grid alongside of which is a red U.S. EXPRESS MAIL
N.YORK 30 mm marking dated JULY 5. The letter also bears the same
date plus "1851," thereby establishing this as first-week use. The letter
is addressed to Boston. Is this the earliest use of this marking in the
period of Sl?
Plate Varieties

Referring to Fig. 1, page 9, issue 48, Mr. R McP. Cabeen reports
having a copy that Dr. Carroll Chase marked "Slip H not identified." He
confirms that it is a bottom row position; also that in addition to the slip
his copy shows a very faint trace of the right outer relief line above the
slip, about opposite the rosette.
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THE 1861·'69 PERIOD
RICHARD B. GRAHAM, Editor

Editorial Comment

In ChTonicle No. 45, our predecessor, associate and, above all, good
friend, Mr. Henry A. Meyer, outlined certain policies to be followed in
this section.

In ChaiTrnan's Chntte1', (page 2, Issue No. 49) these policies were
amplified, as prepared by Mr. Meyer and presented by Mr. Hargest.
Needless to say, this section will continue to follow these policies, not
only because they are announced as being established notions, but because
the Period Editor heartily agrees with them. While we are not adverse
to publishing occasional short articles, particularly where new ideas or
data is presented, the section will be mostly made up of short reports,
discussion and presentation of questions.
Varieties of the 3¢, 1861

Figure 1 illustrates several interesting varieties on the 3¢ 1861
stamp. All are on stamps of the rose shades, Scott No. 65. Both A and B

A. DOUBLE CORNER

3 THREE EXTRA LINES

C LINE JUST ABOVE BALL

D. LINE THROUGH TOP OF BALL

Figure 1
Varieties of the 3¢ 1861 rose. Items A, C, and 0 located in upper left corners; B in lower
margin left of center.
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were submitted by Mr. Perry Sapperstein and the drawings made under a
microscope using a camera lucida attachment. This was done at the
Period Editor's request by Mr. C. E. Taft and is, frankly, an experiment
in an effort to find a way to more effectively present this sort of thing
on a printed page, where screens, etc. often much reduce the effect of
delicate lines or high magnification photography.

Items C and D are recent discoveries by Mr. Taft and the Period
Editor and the illustrations were done in the same way. At this time, we
make no attempt to explain the status of these varieties. They may all
be plate varieties or some may not. However, the first order of business
in attempting to understand 01' claim such items as these to be plate
varieties is to attempt to find a confirming copy. If this can be done, then
the fact of the item being a plate variety is proven; there only remains
to explain what type variety we have and how it occurred.

So, the first question; will anyone who has an identical copy or
something close to any of the items illustrated please report it to the
Period Editor?

Regarding the illustrations, we believe all interested readers are suffi
ciently familiar with the design of the 1861 3¢ stamp that explanation
beyond that given with Figure 1 is not required.
Domestic Postal Markings

Plate I illustrates domestic postal markings, tracings of which have
been sent in with reports. The markings shown are only part of the
material received; the rest will have to be held over for future issues,
Those used are typical, being rather picked at random, and represent
quite well what should be reported and recorded for this period.

It is expected to eventually subdivide domestic postal markings of
this period about as has Mr. Tracy Simpson in his USPM. For the
present, however, for purposes of record and illustration, we shall simply
record markings as being with or without significance insofar as origin,
rate or routes are concerned. This is to say that purely fancy cancellations
will be considered separately.

There are several standard references which illustrate many of the
markings used during the 1861-69 period. Among these are Linn's The
PAID Mal'kings on the 3¢ U.S. Stamp of 1861; Blake and Davis' Boston
Postal Markings to 1890; Herst-Sampson's 19th Century United States
Fancy Cancellations,. and Dr. H. K. Thompson's U.S. County and Post
maste'l' Postma'l'ks. This later work is encompassed in Billig's Philatelic
Handbook, Volume X, and, we understand, is also available as a separate
work as Billig's Ph'ilatelic Catalog No.8. Many of the markings of the
1861-69 period are holdovers from the previous era and hence are shown
in Simpson's USPM. As far as we know, all the above except Boston
Postal Markings are still in print and available.

Although the rule will not be inflexible, markings reported which have
been illustrated in one of the above will not usually be illustrated in the
Ch1'onicle. Exceptions will occasionally be made due to unusual circum
stances. However, markings shown elsewhere still should be reported
here so that detail data may be made a matter of record. Also, markings
shown in USPM but which are noted as used during the 1861-68 period
should be reported. When reporting markings, tracings are required only
when markings have not been illustrated in one of the works cited, 01'

when the Route Agent reporting same considers the existing illustration
incorrect or incomplete. Full data, as far as is known, should accompany
the tracing or report together with a statement as to whether a check has
been made against all 01' any of the noted references. This latter would
be much appreciated.
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Make

the Wisest Move
when selling your collection-dial our

number, 212 MU 8-5252/ and let us tell

you what we can do for you. We can

help you get the best possible price.

As a long-established auction firm

with international connections and top standing, we can offer you every

service. For instance, an interest-free advance up to 60% of our appraisal.

We will be glad to advise you/ without charge, on any aspect of your

selling problem. Write or call us today.

HARMER. ROOKE & Co.. Inc.
589 Fifth Ave. (at 48th), New York, N. Y. 10017

International Auctioneers of Fine Stamps
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STRONG STOCK
OF

UNITED STATES

# 12 on cover

(1) To France

(2) To Nova Scotia

Both 3Yz margin copies

Price $125.00 each

THE STAMP MART
66 S. WASHINGTON ST.

WILKES-BARRE, PA.
"A Must"

For the Specialist or

General Collector

Write for our Illustrated Public Auc

tion Catalogs. It will be worth your

while.

Fine United States & Foreign Material.

VAHAN MOllAN INC.
545 Fifth Ave.

New York, N. Y. 10017
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Reports of Domestic Postal Markings

The markings shown in Plate I were reported as follows:

(.-111 in black unless othenvise noted)

Item

1

7

8

9

10

11

12
13

14

Desc'l'iption

An "imitation" Boston PAID, used from Profile
House, N.H. hotel postoffice, Aug. 11, year un
known. Addressed to a member of the lOth R.I.
Volunteers, then at Washington, D.C. Mr.
Downing reports this hotel postoffice was prob
ably only open during the summer months.
The marking is listed in Linn as type XVI,
source unknown.
Double circle with ornaments. Year unknown.
With ornaments. In red. Year unknown.
No outer circle. Year unknown.
Octagon; year unknown.
19mm circle. Fort Schuyler postoffice operated
1862-66.
With ornaments, hyphenated "New-York". Used
1867-68.
Year uncertain. Mr. Bond, who has recorded
New York City domestic markings for many
years, reports this as the only example he has
seen.
A very early "Registered" marking'. Used Feb.
6, 1869 on cover addressed to Hon. \"m. H.
Seward, Secretary of State, Washington, D.C.
Mr. Bond reports this to be the earliest ex
ample of this marking in his records.
Used on patriotic cover, Walcott #1891 (red
and blue design on white). Marking ties stamp.
Origin uncertain. First Jetter of first word not
clear; no state designation in marking. Town
may be "Mott Haven". With 7 ring killer tying
stamp, addressed to Long Island.
No outer circle. Year unknown.
An 1866 usage. This marking has been reported
on loose stamps as "IKE", which received con
siderable publicity during the Eisenhower ad
ministration.
Used Sept., 11 (?), 1862 from notation on cover.

V.qed with
Scott No.

64b

65
65
65
65
65

65

65

65,76,96

65

65

U35
U59

U35

Repm·ted by

L. L. Downing

A. H. Bond
A. H. Bond
A. H. Bond
A. H. Bond
A. H. Bond

A. H. Bond

A. H. Bond

A. H. Bond

R. B. Graham

R. B. Graham

H. C. Greene
H. C. Greene

H. C. Greene

Figure 2
Very early use of 3j/ 1861 stamp with Blood's Local. (RelJO?·ted by Robe·J't L. Ma?'kovit.q.)
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Mr. H. C. Greene also reports USPM marking No. 18 of Schedule
A-27b (Errors of the mail service), the straight line "TOO LATE",
attributed to New York City, on a 4th type pink Nesbitt envelope, Scott
U58, addressed to San Francisco, Cal. The postmark shows that the covel'
entered the mails at Painesville, Ohio on August 13, year unknown, but
has to be 1864 or later. The exact meaning of the marking "TOO LATE"
isn't known; perhaps, as used at times on 19th century Canadian and
British empire mails, the marking was used to indicate that it arrived on
the day a mail was despatched but still too late to have been included in
the mail bags. This, however, is speculation.

Mr. Robert L. Markovits reports the cover shown in Figure 2. Mr.
Markovits believes that this cover represents the earliest known combina
tion of the 3¢ rose 1861 and any local. The usage is from Philadelphia,
Pa., August 23, 1861---certainly very early for the 3¢ 1861 stamp. The
local is Scott's type L40 and hence is Scott No. 15L14, 15L15 or 15L16,
all of which were originally issued in the years of 1853 or 1854. Scott's
specialized catalog does not list any of these locals as being used with
stamps of the 1861 issue.

Figure 3
The Harrisburgh, Po. version of the "Old Stamps Nat Recognized" marking, with "Due 3".
(COlI1·tesy of Jnck E. Molesw01·th.)
Demonitization

Figure 3 illustrates, through the courtesy of Jack Molesworth, a covel'
showing the marking "OLD STAMPS NOT RECOGNIZED" of Harris
burg, Pennsylvania. The year is not given but could be 1861, as the date
of the Harrisburg marking is Sep. 28.
Chicago Supplementary Mail and Demonitization

Mr. Perry Sapperstein reports concerning the item listed in page 18,
LIST II, ChTonicle No. 48. The fourth item in the list, shown as being
used in December but with day date uncertain, actually belongs in LIST V.
It is a piece of cover, bearing a 3¢ 1857 stamp, cancelled with the Chicago
"Old Stamps Not Recognized" in blue. Part of a blue Chicago circular
date stamp with December date shows. The piece also bears a 3¢ 1861
stamp tied with the big blue Chicago Supplementary Mail marking,
dated December 6. The year could be either 1861 or later; there is nothing
to indicate anything the year at all here and we cannot even guess. The
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thing that strikes the Period Editor here is the question of why is there
more than one example of this odd combination? Figure 4 shows a cover
previously listed in List V of CMonicle No. 46, being submitted by Mr.

Figure 4
Why do at leost two exomples of this odd combinotion exist? Certoinly, there seems no ob
vious reoson why 0 cover with "Old Stomps Not Recognixed" which had been "Held For
Postage" over a week should always be forwarded by Supplementary Mail.

(COu.7·tesy of J. David Baker.)

J. David Baker. Here we have the same combination of markings as are
on the piece of cover reported by Mr. Sapperstein, except that we are
aware of an additional marking, "Held for Postage", also in blue, on the
back flap of the cover. A manuscript number, "373" also appears on the
cover. The date of this cover is given as June, 1862, although the year
date of the marking is not certain from the photograph. This cover was
illustrated and discussed at the workshop at Napex, in September, 1963
and considerable discussion of the details of its handling took place. The
writer's version, which probably doesn't agree with the ideas of others,
is that the June 13, 1862 c.d.s., "Held For Postage", "Old Stamps Not
Recognized", and the number "373" were all applied when the cover was
found in a post box with the 1857 stamp affixed. The "373" was probably
a number under which the cover was filed for ready reference. Then, a
notice (referring to the number) was either inserted in the local paper,
stating that a letter addressed to the Hotel Pelham, Boston, was being
held for postage or the addressee was notified by official mail. In either
case, there was a response, a stamp was received by the postoffice at
Chicago, who removed the letter from the file, affixed the stamp, cancelled
it with the supplementary mail marking and sent it on its way. Now, the
question-why the supplementary mail marking on two covers? Was this
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a standard practice 01' simply a coincidence due to the particular timing
of incoming and outgoing mails? Does anyone have any ideas which the~

desire to express on this?
At Napex, the comment was made that the Chicago supplementary

mail marking was known only on covers addressed to the east. At Wash
ington, Mr. George Turner showed us two covers with this marking,
both addressed westward. Can anyone shed any light on this one?
Double Circle Markings

The common town marking in the 1850's was the single circle, known
in medium to very large sizes. During the Civil War, the common marking
was the double circle town marking, either with or without year elate.
The earliest knovvn to Mr. Henry A. Meyer is that of Mobile, Alabama in
September (?) 1859. Does anyone have any such markings of 1859 or an
earlier year date?

In 1863 or '64, the smaller (25 or 26 mm outer circle) double circle
markings were often replaced with similar instruments with a 30 mm
outer circle.

Figure 5
New York to Son Francisco. Where was the stomp cancelled ond why are there no origin
markings? (Subm.itted by Roge?' B. Cotting.)
The New York to San Francisco Route
Route Agent Roger B. Catting submits the cover shown in Figm'e 5,

which is a puzzler. The cover travelled from New York to San Francisco
in 1867; this much seems clear. The directive, "Pl'. Stmr. H. Chauncey"
refers to the H enJ'y ChcoLncey, a 2,600-ton steamer which operated out of
New York 1865-82. The absence of a New York town mark suggests that
the letter was handed to the captain of the Chauncey at shipside. The
cover should normally bear a San Francisco town mark, but its absence
is a frequent occurrence on ship letters to many different ports. Why is
there no mark "Ship" and "Due 3" or "Due 6" (ship letters required
double postage due after July 1, 1863) or, alternatively, the beautiful
oval mark "Steam Panama" and a due rate, will, of course, never be
solved after passage of 98 years. One question remains which some of
our members may be able to answer. Does anybody recognize the heavy
circular grid, of 13 roughly parallel lines, 24-25 mm, struck in black, as a
San Francisco, or, for that matter, killer of any other port?

-Henry A. Meyer
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Year Dated Townmarks

by ARTHUR H. BOND, R.A. #431

For some indication as to the frequency of year-dated townmarks
through the 1861-69 period, 250 covers, collected without regard to this
feature, were examined. These covers had the following characteristics:

A) All were handstamped.
B) Practically no duplication of townmarks.
C) Origin predominately northeastern States.

]8/;; (1861 stamps only) (1)
Pawtucket, R.I.

181;2 (8)
New York, N.Y. (3 types)
Greenfield, Mass.
Milford, Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
Westhampton, Mass.
Adams, Mass.

181;.] (6)
New York, N.Y.
Mt. Morris, N.Y.
Fairhaven, Mass.
New Bern, N.C.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Fort Schuyler, N.Y.

1864 (16)
New York, N.Y. (2 types)
Springfield, Mass.
Nashville, Tenn.
Gt. Barrington, Mass.
Phelps, N.Y.
North Adams, Mass.
\Vebster, Mass.
Northbridge, Mass.
Lee, Mass.
Pittsfield, Mass.
Amherst, Mass.
Milford, Mass.
Norristown, Pa.
Burlington, Vt.
Burlington, N.J.

1865 (3)
Buffalo, N.Y.
Middletown, Conn.
South Hadley, Mass.

1866 (2)
Barre Plains, Mass.
Wan'en, Mass.

18(;7 (8)
West Chester, Pa.
Olean, N.Y.
Shelburne Falls, Mass.
Clinton, Mass.
E. Templeton, Mass.
Eau Claire, Wis.
Profile House, N.H.
Athol, Mass.

1868 (3)
Fishersville, N.Y.
Glendale, Mass.
Lyndon, Vt.

18G9 (1867 stamps, only) (2)
Ludlow, Vt.
South Hadley, Mass.

This totals 48 covers of the 250 examined, with year dates, or just under
201L Of interest is the fact that just a third of the year dated covers are
1864 dates, of what significance this is, is uncertain.
POSTAL HISTORY MATERIAL
We specialize in covers of the world. We have a comprehensive stock of
Confederate covers. In United States, we stock Trans-Atlantic, Registered,
Special Delivery and other special usages. We usually have a few Territorials
and Westerns, and we are strong in Hawaii. We do not stock United States
stamps at all.

NEW ENGLAND STAMP CO.
45 Bromfield St. Boston, Mass. 02108
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THE TRANSATLANTIC MAILS

GEORGE E. HARGEST, Editor

Four Cent Part-Payment Rate to France
MILLARD H. MACK

Covers showing the four cent part payment rate to France, which
was 'in use from January 1, 1870 until August 1, 1874 are far from
common. During this period there was much confusion concerning the
rates to France. The foul' cent part payment rate per V2 ounce was by
Open Mail via England. Our postal officials had made arrangements to
send mail to England and then the mail was sent to France under the
terms of the Anglo-French Treaty. Most often this rate is found paid by
a pair of 2¢ 1869 stamps or a pair of the 2¢ Banknote stamps. Occa
sionally covers are seen showing the rate paid by a 1¢ 1869 in combination
with a 3¢ Banknote.

The above illustration shows a choice covel' in the collection of Karl
Jaeger. Here the single foul' cent rate is paid by two horizontal pairs
of the 1¢ 1869. The use of four copies of the 1¢ 1869 must be considered
scarce. A study of the Krug, Gibson, and Knapp Auction catalogues
indicates only one cover (Krug lot #692) franked with foul' copies of the
1¢ 1869 and this illustrates the same rate. Each of these collections con
tained in excess of 120 covers franked with stamps of the 1869 issue.

The above cover was postmarked April 8, (1870) and went from
New Orleans, La. to Bordeaux, France. The wormy like marking is the
French due marking of "5" (decimes) and it indicates the letter weighed
less than l/l, ounce. The U.S. rate was 4¢ per V2 ounce-prepaying the
letter to the British frontier. The letter then went as an unpaid letter
originating in England. France collected its postage (5 decimes or 9%
cents) from the addressee. The "GB 40c" marking was applied by the
British.

The 1¢ 1869 stamp is generally found paying the drop rate or a pail'
to pay the carrier rate. Covers showing three copies, either individually
or in strips of three, paying the single weight domestic rate are seen
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frequently. So the above cover has two elements contributing to its de
sirability: (1) a scarce rate, and (2) an unusual franking.

Surely there are covers in collectors' albums showing the use of four
or more copies of the 1¢ 1869. There must be some covers with six copies
showing a double weight domestic cover or perhaps there is a foreign
rate paid entirely by the appropriate number of 1¢ 1869 stamps. I would
appreciate hearing from collectors about these covers so that I may
include the information in my records. Also there must be covers showing
the 4¢ Rate to France paid by four copies of the 1¢ Banknote. Such a
cover would be a wonderful companion piece for the illustrated cover.
The Stepwise Reduction in the Prussian
Closed Mail Rate

CHARLES J. STARNES
(Figures in parenlheJel rein 10 (/!Jpe1/(hd references)

The terms of the United States Postal Convention with Prussia (1),
effective October 1852, should be reasonably familiar to members of the
Society. A general summary is given in the Ch'l'onicle (2) and Un'ited
States Postal Mnrkings (5), together with listings to 1861 of exchange
markings (3,6) and a few covers (4, 7). Two further interesting ex
amples of usage of the first Prussian closed mail rates (from October
1852), one to Rome (Fig. 1) and one to St. Petersburg (Fig. 2) are
illustrated.

Figure 1
Newport, R.I., 28 Feb. 1858-New York City, 3 Mar.-Aachen, 16 Mar.-Rome, 23 Mar.
The R17, Xl, and two T2s prepay the PCM rate of 35¢IY2 oz. to the Papal States (Oct. 1852
thru 1859). The irregular "PAID 35" was handstamped at the Newport office to state total
postage. Backstamped "New York Br. Pkt.," and credited with red "12" on front, the
proper Prussian credit-2¢ Belgium transit plus 5¢ GAPU plus 5¢ transit to the Papal States.

Although certain changes in Prussian closed mail rates to countries
beyond the limits of the German-Austrian Postal Union had been made
previously, the rate to the Union itself remained at 30¢/l/2oz., prepayment
optional, until September 1861, when the prepaid rate to twelve of its
sixteen German independent postal administrations (8) was reduced to
28¢. The announcement, given in the U.S. Mail and Post Office Assistant
for October 1861 (9), was copied from Post Office Department instruc
tions sent 10 September 1861 to the New York Office:

"A reduction of one penny (2¢) the single rate having been made by
Great Britain on prepaid letters mailed in the United Kingdom and
addressed to Prussia, Austria, Bavaria, Saxony, Wurtemburg, Mecklen
burg-Strelitz, Oldenburg, Luxemburg, Brunswick, Lubeck, Hamburg,
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Figure 2
Washington, D. C.-New York City, 2 Jul.-Aachen, 17 Jul.-St. Petersburg. The R1S plus
strip of three T2s prepay the PCM rate of 37¢/112 oz. to Russia (Oct. 18S2.May 18631.
Magenta "14" is the credit to Prussia-2¢ Belgium plus S¢ GAPU plus 7¢ transit to Russia.

and Bremen, the British Office has consented to extend the benefit thereof
to the paid correspondence between the United States and these countries
respectively, transmitted through England in the United States and
Prussian closed mail, by reducing the British territorial transit rate in
respect to such prepaid letters, from 83/4d. to 614d. per ounce.

"This reduced rate is confined to prepa'id letters, and to those only
which are addressed to the several States enumerated above. Therefore
all unpaid letters to whatever part of Germany they may be addressed
and all prepaid letters addressed to any other German States than those
mentioned, will continue to be chargeable with the existing rates of 30¢."

It is interesting to note that the United States Post Office must have
had reasonably good data on the average weight of letters sent through
England in the Prussian closed mail, for the break-even point figures 0.4
oz. for a single-rate and 0.8 oz. for a double-rate letter. At the stated
reduction of 5¢/oz. in bulk transit rate, the United States would lose
money if letters averaged under the above weights.

The next step in reduction (presumably based on extension of the
British bulk reduction) to the 28¢ rate occurred eight months later, May
1862, excluding only Baden (10) :
"Post Office Department. Washington, May 17, 1862.
Postmaster, New York:
With reference to my letter of Sep. 10, 1861, informing your office of a reduced rate
of 28¢ upon prepaid letters per U.S.-Prussian closed mail, addressed to Prussia, Aus
tria, Bavaria, Saxony, 'Vurtemburg, Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Oldenburg, Luxemburg,
Brunswick, Lubeck, Hamburg, and Bremen, I have to inform you that in future the
same rate of 28¢ will also be extended to the prepnid correspondence by Prussian closed
mail addressed to Hanover, Mecklenburg-Schwerin, and the postal districts of the
Princes of Thurn and Taxis.

"The German States and Districts under the postal administration of the Thurn
Taxis post office are: Frankfort on the Main, Hesse (Electoral), Grand Duchy of Hesse,
Hesse-Cassel, Hesse-Dermstadt, Duchy of Nassau, Duchies of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, Saxe
Meiningen, and Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, and the Principalities of Reuss, Lippe, Lippe
Detmold, Hohenzollern, and Schwartzburg.

"All p1'epaid letters, therefore, addressed to any of the German States (except
Baden), per Prussian closed mail, are chargeable in future with the reduced rate of 28¢.

John A. Casson
First Ass't. P. M. General."
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Finally, in May 1863, the 2¢ reduction was announced effective on
all Prussian Convention mail (11) :

"We are requested to state that the reduced postage charge of 2¢ the
single rate on prepaid letters, will, in future, be extended to the entire
conespondence exchanged in the United States and Prussian closed mails,
so that letters to or from Baden, Russia (including Poland), Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, and all other countries beyond Germany, will have the
benefit of the recluced prepaicl rate.

/
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Figure 3
Freeport, 13 Nov. 1861-Chicogo-Aochen, 8 Dec.-Korlsruhe, Baden, 9 Dec. The PCM
rate to Boden (Oct. 1852-Moy 1863), credited through Chicogo (two strikes of CHICAGO ILL
AM PKT 7 PAID).

Figure 4
New York City, 20 Nov. 1866-Aochen, 2 Dec.-Fronkfort 0 M., 2 Dec. The 28¢IY2 oz.
PCM rote to Frankfort (May 1862 thru Dec. 1867). The credit to Prussia (N. YORK BR. PKT.
7 PAID) remained the same, since reduction was only in bulk charge paid by the United States
to Britoin.
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"The single rate of letter postage by the Prussian closed mail will
therefore be as follows, viz.:

To Prussia, Austria, and the German States
To Russia (including Poland)
To Denmark
To Sweden
To Norway

Prepaid
28¢
35
33
40
44

Unpaid
30¢
37
35
42
46

"And so on with respect to all other countries beyond Germany, 2¢
less being charged for prepaid than for unpaid letters."

To conclude this minor exposition of rate complexities of the period,
two covers are illustrated. The first (Fig. 3) is an early usage from
Chicago, which only became an exchange office for Prussian closed mails
in May 1861.

The second (Fig. 4) cover is a typical example of the reduced 28¢ rate.
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1847-1869 ISSU ES
STAMPS, CANCELS,

COVERS
ALWAYS IN STOCK

WHEN AT STAMP SHOWS BE SURE
TO VISIT MY BOOTH AND IN
SPECT AN OUTSTANDING ARRAY
ALSO REQUEST MY REGULAR
OF THESE CLASSICS.
AUCTION CATALOGS AS THESE
ISSUES ARE USUAllY INCLUDED.

WILLIAM A. FOX
Short Hills, N.J. 07078

263 White Oak Ridge Road

Charier member of u.s.
Philatelic Classics Society
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The Cover Corner

J. DAVID BAKER, Editor

Answer to Problem Cover Presented in Issue No. 48

This might be called the Great Backside Mystery. The answer pre
sented was prepared by Winthrop Boggs after consultation with other
experts.

We begin by asking a question. How many U.S., or Western European
coyers (not Registered), have you seen with stamps on the back? Herein
lies the solution of this cover's travels and markings.

This is what happened;

The cover left Westhampton, Mass., June 4, 1867, bearing on the
front a 1¢ and two 101 ]861's. On the back was a 11, two 5¢ and a
101, all 1861's. The Westhampton Clerk did not notice the stamps on the
back, but they were seen by the clerk at Northampton who cancelled the
stamps on the back, as his duty, the cancel also serving as tl'ansit marks.
From there it went to either Boston or New York, there being no Exchange
Office mark to indicate. Arriving in London, the British clerk seeing only
211 on the face and 11¢ on the back, struck "Paid Only to England", and
the circular "G.F. London Ju ]7 67". He then noticed two loose 51 stamps
which he replaced, and sent the letter onward to Switzerland. It received
the French "Amb. Calais 18 Juin 67", and the "G.B. 40¢" accountancy
mark. Upon anival at "Geneva Ju 19 67", the Svviss clerk crayoned ''If
5", that is 211 due, as it was a double rate letter. Upon turning it over,
he sa w the other stamps and then crossed out the blue crayon IF.5. So far,
so good-the U.S. stamps had done their duty.

The letter lay in the Geneva General Delivery for about a month,
\\"hen no doubt upon instruction, it was forwarded to Berlin. The Swiss
clerk crossed out "Suisse" and "Geneve", and wrote Berlin. It then went
by train on the "Amb.Lausanne-Berne No. 1 21 Jul. 67" to Olten, the
exchange point with the Baden Railways; here the Swiss clerk, in blue
ink, wrote over the other blue crayon lfr, and crossed out the "Via French
Mail". The 1fr was the amount due the Swiss Postoffice. The Baden Rail
ways struck it "Gr. Bad Bahnpost 24 Jul 67", that is, Grand Duchy of
Baden Railway Post Train 22. In Prussia it received the oval "Schweiz
uber Baden", that is Switzerland through Baden. In Berlin the blue circu
lar "26-7 7-9V" was struck, and in the Berlin General Delivery the same
day, it received the "Ausg 26-7 7-8 N", that is, delivery of 7-8 in the
1l10l'l1ing. Between Geneva and Berlin, one of the 5¢ stamps fell off again,
but as it had done its duty, this did not matter at the time. It occupied
the place where the blue "26-7 7-9V" mark is. The Prussian clerk also
\\Tote the red crayon 4gr/6 due, which was crossed out when the party
paid the fee and received the letter.

1\'Ioral of this: Don't put stamps on the back of letters to confuse the
clerks and letter handlers then, and the philatelists a century latel'. Also,
stick ~'our stamps on so they stay!

IThis anRlysis pl'epared hy \Vinthl'op Bog~s)
Problem Cover for this Issue

This Issue's problem covel' is from the 1861 Period. It travelled in
the Trans-Atlantic Mails. The problem presented results from a lack of
knowledge of multiple rates to England during this Period. Dick Graham,
after examining this cover, says that very probably it is a letter from a
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citizen of the British Empire who was aboard a Blockade Runnel' which
was captured by a ship of the Blockade Squadron. These individuals who
were British subjects, were quickly transferred to ships bound for New
York. The action of intercepting the ship was very displeasing to the
British Govel'l1ment, who fl'equently made protest to SecI'etary of State
Seward through diplomatic channels. The question posed here is with 72q'
of postage-why was the covel' marked partially due and "three/allowed"?
The markings are as follows:

Posted Key West-December 31, 1%2
"20" applied to all stamps
fled rectangular SHORT PAID

4. The manuscript marks are "over 1 oz.", "4/-" and "3/-allowed"
Of the three postal markings on the reverse, the only legible 011(' says "CAL
LAN JA 1n 63".

Memuers are illvited to tiulJllIit to the editur of this cunH:.'1" phot(l~ of problem co\'el·~. TllOtie that :Ire
deemed appropriate will be lls-ell in future issues.

1847 Covers from Maryland
(contil/ued /rolll page 4U)

(2) Ne\\' York City: !l30,000 fives and 2%,000 tens.
Philadelphia: 462,000 fi"es and 77,UUO tens.
Boston: 401,O()(J fives and 41,000 tens.
Baltimore: 1::;,\(1)0 fives and 32,800 tens,
Totals to the foul' cities 1,D48,OOO fives and 443,800 tens.

(3) Maryland received 1G7,:'iOU fives of which 1;:i5,OOO went to Baltimore;
Maryland received 3·1,:")()(J tens of which :32,800 went to Baltimore.
Com ing Attractions

MaUl'ice Blake is preparing an article on 1847 covers from Boston,
George Slawson an article on '1847 covers from Vel'mont, and Arthur
Van Vlissingen one on 1847 covers from Wisconsin. If any member has
information that \rill be helpful to any of these three gentlemen, we hope
that you will forward it to the editor of the 1847 Section.
Remele Type A2-c in Black

1\11'. W. W. Hicks reports a Remele Type A2-c, Alby & Buffalo R.R.
used in 1848 on stampless covel' from Utica on the Utica & Schenectady
R.R. It is in black ink, which color has not previously been reported as
used in the 1847 pel'iod \\lith this type of marking.
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DO YOU BUY IN AUCTION?

We issue 6 Auction Catalogs per year, with many choice singles,

blocks, plate blocks, covers, and sheets in each sale. If you are an

Auction buyer, we would like to have your name put on our mailing

Ii;;'.

WE NEED MATERIAL FOR FUTURE SALES!!

If you are interested in selling any material we will be happy to

travel if necessary to purchase large lots. We also take consign

ments for auction. Please write for more details.

SIMMY'S STAMP CO., INC.

40 Court St. Boston, Mass.

Ref: The First National Bank of Boston
Our Self Service Stamp Shop,

Private Treaty Department, Pub

lic Auctions and mail sales offer

United States Classic Issues that

would please the most discrim

inating specialist. Write, phone

or visit us at your convenience.

Earl P. L. Apfelbaum, Inc.
1503-05 Walnut Street

Philadelphia, Pa. 19102

LOcust 7-62B8, Area Code 215
p~~~~~
~ ,~
~ Borrow with confidence ~
~~~f;]5j]. In any emergency, borrow I~~~~];'

the money you need at II,

Edelman's. Use your collec-
tion as collateral and still

~
retain complete ownership. ~
At Edelman's, you can lni

~~
'M'~~''','' obtain quick, confidential ~~~loans for any amount up

to 80% of the value of
your properties - from

I $50 to $50,000 and more. B
Write today for further rp
information. .~

I 8delmtln's I
~ 4216 Lancaster Ave./Phila. 4, Pa. ~
rMl Where the public has borrowed 1M)
,~ilh confidence for over 37 years I
.~~~~
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HAVE CADILLAC ...

. . . WILL TRAVEL
WE NEED - WANT

Jf/ill Buy all your Stamps & Coins

FOR CASH

OUR BUYING PRICES USUALLY TOP THE BEST OFFER YOU CAN
GET ELSEWHERE. WE \X!ILL BUY YOUR ESTATES, COLLECTION,
SURPLUS STOCK, OR SPECULATIVE HOLDING - ANY UN
WANTED MATERIAL.

WE WANT TO BUY SPECIALIZED COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULA
TIONS, DEALER STOCKS. WE ARE ESPECIALLY WELL EQUIPPED
TO APPRAISE AS WELL AS PURCHASE LARGE AND SMALL ES
TATES.

CONTINUING TREMENDOUS SALES REQUIRE EXTENSIVE RE
PLACEMENTS. OUR EUROPEAN SOURCES CAN NO LONGER
ADEQUATELY SUPPLY OUR DEMANDS.

MAKE YOUR OFFERS TO

GENERAL STAMP Co., Inc.
L. TANKEL, Pres.

121 NASSAU ST. NEW YORK, N. Y. 10038
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U. S. POSTAL MARKINGS 1851-'61

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA -- XI January, 1965

Page 64, Sched. A-14c. Illus. No.3 is of Abingdon, Va. (blue) rarity No.1.
Page 108, Sched. A-23. Pre -treaty to France via Havre; increase rarity to 9.
Page 114, Sched. A-26. Dimensions of item 1 should be 43x12 and item 5, 56x16.
Page 156. Earliest date of 5ct perf red brown should be Aug. 23,1851.

Additions to schedules for markings in Issues 41,48, and 49 of CHRONICLE
Schedule A-2 Rarity
Maine
SACO/D/MAlNE K2-3·1 Ch49 3
Massachusetts
DUDLEY/D/MASS. Kl-29 Ch49 4
TOLLAND/D/MASS K 1,18-28 Ch49 6
WEST SUTTON/D/MASS Kl-32 Ch41 5
Missouri
NEW-MARKET/msD/MO.dc Kl-36 6
Louisiana
ST. CHARLES COURT HOUSE/msD/LA.

dlc K16 -28 Ch49 6
New Jersey
N. BR UNSWICK N. J. /D K3 -26 Ch49 3
RED BANK/D/N.J. Kl-30 ch48 4
New York
LEEDS/D/N, Y. Kl-28 ch49 4
ROMULUS/D/N, Y. K1-28 Ch·49 3
ROSLYN/msD/N. Y. K3, 18-26 Ch48 5
Ohio
EAST ROCHESTER/D/O K1-32 Ch41 4
Pennsylvania
LEIPERVILLE/msD/PA. dc Kl-28 1

Ch48

Schedule A-13 cont'd Rarity
Mississippi

Canton 8 bl paddle wheel L14-16
Ch41 5

New York
Painted Post 5-Vs L14-20 Ch41 4
Lyons, solid L15 16x9 Ch49 3
Pennsylvania
East Smithfield L16-2l Ch48 4
Tennessee or Texas
Chapel Hill Lll-16 Ch48 6

Schedule A-Hc
Illinois
Chicago MIO-enc 3 C-14 Ch41 5
North Carolina
Greensborough MIO 3 12mm Ch49 6

Schedule A-21
NEW-YORK/D/str line FREE C-29 6

Ch41

Schedule A-24
Same as No. 16 but without PAID/6d

Ch41 4

Schedule A-21a
ADVERTISED/D Albion N. Y. 23x2 4

Ch41
ADV 1 19x1O Auburn N. Y Ch41 4
ADVERTISED lCT 39x3, New London,

Ct. Ch49 4

Schedule A-6
MAR (YL AG)RL COLLEGE dc-31Ch49 10
Enon College (Tenn) mss Ch48 8
THEO SEMINARY/DIVA C-3l Ch41 1

Schedule A-11
MONTREAL & (CONCORD)R. R.

(M13-l/2) C-34 Ch49 9
ORANGE & ALEXA. /D/R. R. C-32

~)Ch48 9
TUSC.BRANCH PITTS & CLEAV.R.R.

(C21e) C -31 Ch49 10

Schedule A12
B & 0 R.R. Co. WOODBINE Ch48 10

Schedule A-21c
DUE 5 in scroll l2x18 Ch41
DUE/3 C-18 Baltimore Ch49

Schedule A-28
Nebraska Ty
Table Rock N. T. mss Ch41

6
4

6

Schedule A-13
Connecticut
Central Village L24-16 Ch48
Maine
Weld Ll-l1 Ch41
Massachusetts
Chicopee L15-15 Ch41
Foxboro L5-29 Ch48
Williamsburgh L12-20 Ch41

3

4

4
3

6

Note: Letters in () are uncertain.
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